
COPYRIGHT
What is copyright anyway?



> COPYRIGHT

¤A form of legal protection 
automatically provided to the 
authors of “original works of 
authorship”



WHAT IS COVERED BY COPYRIGHT?

¤ Literary works

¤Music & lyrics

¤Dramatic works 
& music

¤Choreography

¤Photographs, graphics, 
paintings & sculptural 
works

¤Motion pictures & other 
audiovisual works

¤Video games &
computer software

¤Audio recordings

¤Architectural works



U.S. copyright law generally gives the author/creator or 
owner of an original creative work an exclusive right to:

¤ Reproduce or distribute the original work to the public 
(e.g., create and sell copies of a film)

¤ Create new works based upon the original work 
(e.g., make a movie based on a book) 

¤ Perform or display the work publicly 
(e.g., perform a play)



WHAT IS NOT COVERED BY COPYRIGHT?

¤ Ideas and facts 

¤ Works that aren’t recorded in a tangible form 
(ex. a song you made up and sang in the shower)

¤ Titles, names, short phrases, and slogans; familiar 
symbols or designs; numbers

¤ Processes and systems (like the Dewey decimal system)

¤ Federal government works (ex. the tax code)

¤ Work in the public domain (see below)



WHO OWNS A COPYRIGHT?

¤ The author/creator of a work

¤ Next of kin (should the author/creator die)

¤ Creators of a joint work share the copyright 
ownership (unless there is another agreement)

¤ Anyone to whom the author/creator has given or 
assigned his or her copyright. Usually this means that 
the author/creator has given up his or her own 
copyright in the work.



What are the limitations on copyright?

¤First Sale

¤Fair Use

¤Public Domain



> FIRST SALE
¤Allows a consumer to resell a 

product containing copyrighted 
material, such as a book or CD 
that the consumer bought or was 
given, without the copyright 
owner’s permission.



> FAIR USE

¤Allows the public to use 
portions of copyrighted work 
without permission from the 
copyright owner. 



SECTION 107 of the Copyright Act states the following factors 
to consider when determining whether or not a use was fair:

¤ 1. The purpose & character of the use 
(Including whether such use is of commercial nature 
or is for nonprofit educational purposes.)

¤ 2. Nature of the copyrighted work 
(Fact or fiction?)

¤ 3. Amount of substantiality of the portion used in relation 
to the copyrighted work as a whole.

¤ 4. The effect of the use upon the potential market for or 
value of the copyrighted work.



FOUR CORNERS OF FAIR USE:

Schoolwork & Education 
Part of learning a 
specific skill or concept.

Criticizing/Commenting
Providing/participating 
in commentary or 
discussion

News Reporting
Communicating info 
to the public via 
news outlet

Comedy/Parody
Purpose of artwork is 
altered in some way.



> PUBLIC DOMAIN
¤Works can be freely used by 

anyone, for commercial or 
noncommercial purposes, 
without permission from an 
original copyright owner/author. 



WHAT QUALIFIES AS PUBLIC DOMAIN?

¤ Works that automatically enter the public domain 
upon creation, because they are not copyrightable: 

• Titles, names, phrases, slogans, familiar symbols, numbers
• Ideas and facts (e.g., date of the Gettysburg Address)
• Processes and systems
• Government works and documents

¤ Works that have been assigned to the public domain 
by their creators (royalty-free graphics)

¤ Works that have entered the public domain 
because the copyright on them has expired


